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ABSTRACT
This study is based on a survey of discipline-based preprint archives available in electronic
format on the Internet. The process of peer-review in the e-print (preprints in electronic
format) age is presented. Most popular 19 e-print archive services in different disciplines
have been identified. Recent initiatives on e-print archives like OAf, OpCit etc. are noted.
0. Introduction
One of the most prevalent informal forms of exchange of research data and results among
scientists was personal correspondence through letters until the 17th century [Kalyane and
Kalyane, 1994]. Again communication took many forms, both formal and informal, and
has evolved over the centuries.
The tenn "preprint" most often refers to a manuscript that has gone through a peer-review
process and now awaits publication in a traditional journal. A preprint accessible over the
Web may also be referred to as an "e-print." Preprints also cover papers that authors have
submitted for journal publication, but for which no publication decision has been reached,
or even papers electronically posted for peer consideration and comment before submission
for publication. In fact, preprints can also be documents that have not been submitted to
any journal.
The American Physical Society expands this, indicating that the concept of e-prints
includes any electronic work circulated by the author outside of the traditional publishing
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environment [American Physical Society]. In some subjects, where rapid transmission of
knowledge is critical, electronic dissemination of preprints is an absolute necessity, with
subsequent traditional publication becoming almost a fonnality .In mathematics and
physics, for example, fonnal publication provides archiving, which serves more to remind
the scholarly community of the paper's initial appearance. Ultimately, fonnal publication
serves as a vehicle to support the standing of the author [Lim]
D. Lim (1996) defines preprints as manuscripts, which may fall into one or more of the
three categories:
.
.
.
that have been reviewed and accepted for publication,
that have been submitted for publication but for which a decision to publish has not
been made, and
that are intended for publication but are being circulated among peers for comment
prior to being submitted for publication.
Of particular interest from the perspective of electronic preprints are those preprints that are
intended for publication, and are self-archived by their authors either prior to, or after,
acceptance for publication. However, 'e-print' (or reprint') can be defined in other ways.
Here, the focus will be on 'e-preprints', with a particular emphasis on those that have been
self-archived by their authors.
The name derives from the original meaning: a preprint (pre-published article) in electronic
fonD. The concept is now more nebulous, and is general enough to include any electronic
work circulated by the author outside of the traditional publishing environment. Here it
means any electronic (not necessarily printable), research-related information provided by
the author.
Electronic communication provides a potential solution, which enhances speed and
accessibility while adding value in a number of ways, although its economics remains
unclear. What is certain is that a new pattern for the communication of scientific
information will require changes in the pattern of behaviour of all those involved; the
author and his or her funding agencies, the facilitators such as publishers and librarians
and the end user [Elliott],
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A decade ago scholarly communication involved mail, fax, or more recently, FTP, and
electronic mail. While traditional production and publication of documents requires a
significant investment of time, materials, and money, placing a preprint or e-print on the
World Wide Web involves no printing costs and practically no distribution costs.
Electronic communication has created n~w ways to distribute such results and is forcing
researchers and publishers to reassess the old procedures and consider new possibilities as
we learn to use the Internet. Now, not only can authors easily disseminate their results, but
also networked readers can have cheap, fast access to more scientific literature and have it
in a fonI1 that facilitates its use in their own research [Bachrach et al, 1998]
Scholarly communication converges on a stable set of electronic forums, such as "pre-
print" servers, discussion lists, and electronic journals. A second common argument is that
the variety of e-media initiatives reflects a creative period in scientific communication, and
this, in itself, is a good thing [Kling and McKim, 2000].
With on-line archives (both preprints and post-prints), all papers can be located by anyone
quickly and easily --and at no cost. Authors can put draft copies and successive updates up
for public view, until the final, peer-reviewed (published) version appears. Users can
follow the research through all of its successive stages from pre-prints through to the post-
prints.
Paul Ginsparg, a physicist at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, developed the first
preprint archive in August 1991. Originally dedicated to papers in high-energy theoretical
physics, the "arXiv.org e-Print archive" at http://www.arxiv.org/ took several months to
attract 1,000 users; presently it reports from 35,000 to 150,000 visits per
(http:/ /www .eprints.org/results/report.html]. Professional societies, government sites, and
universities usually provide preprint services.
Particular questions that were asked in the early stages of the project were
. Why do authors use the archive?
Do researchers archive or use the archive more than others?
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.
.
.
.
.
.
.
At what point does an author decide to archive a draft?
Do authors cite pre-prints, published post-prints, or both, and under what
conditions?
When an author cites a pre-print, do they update the citation when the cited paper is
revised or published?
If a paper is eventually accepted by a journal, does the author update the text of the
paper or just the reference infonI1ation?
What are the authors' practices iri archiving successive drafts?
What are the authors' practices in citing successive drafts?
What is the relationship between the impact factor of an author and download
frequency and other online perfonI1ance indicators and practices?
1. Advantages
The Internet is a boon to the scientific community , students, and the public. Anyone can
share information, ideas, and events with others. Electronic preprints need not simply
represent what would appear in print journals. E-prints may offer numerous value-added
elements, including audio and video, as well as linked references to other documents
E-print archives services are very formal mode of communication in which each entry is
archived and indexed for retrieval at later times; Usenet newsgroups and bulletin boards, on
the other .hand, represent an infonnal mode of communication, more akin to ordinary
conversation, with un-indexed entries that typically disappear after a short time [Ginsparg,
19~6]. The time elapsed for getting comments and suggestions from experts working in the
same area of work has been drastically reduced. Aim of Libraries will not be to have up-to-
date infonnation but up-to-the-minute infonnation [Jones, 991 ]. As libraries evolve in the
changing electronic revolution, they can continue to have an important role in supporting
research [Luce]. The peer-review process at this e-print age is depicted in Figure 1.
Discussion group interaction has often led to iffilnediate reposting of reworked preprints
with acknowledgements to individuals who have offered comments and criticism on the
original preprints [Boyce, 2000]
2. Discipline-Wise E-Print Archive Services
Because of the general dishevelment of Web-based infonnation, the biggest problem with
exploiting the potential of preprint servers simply knows which servers to use for
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Figure Review of scholarly communications in e-print age
specific queries. Infonnally shared infonnation among researchers probably accounts for
end-user scholars deciding which preprint server to access for specific infomlation. But
while subject experts know which specific preprint server to explore, general infonnation
specialists may not possess this inside information
Disciplines such as astronomy, chemistry , compu\er science, mathematics, and physics
have taken the lead in preprint distribution. Perhaps because scientists and researchers in
these fiel~s possessed the first high-level computers, preprint servers became available and
Fields in the humanities and social sciences havethen prevalent in these disciplines
recently begun following the trend, but still lag significantly behind in terms of server
repositories and papers
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Study of content analysis of these e-print archives and the bibliometric analysis are very
interesting [Prakasan et.al, 2003]. Indeed, for graphicall':( dependent sciences, preprint
publication on the Web is preferable to paper journals because of the possibilities for
inclusion of audio and video and other multi-dimensional intense graphics. Electronic
preprints do not represent the only example of the technological impact of the greater
efficiency and storage capacity of digital media. Glimpses of popular discipline based e-
print archive services are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Discipline-wise notable preprint sites
, I
Name of the I I
E-print
I Archive URL - Initiated D-. 1. ( )! lSClp me S
S . year
eMce
I ! I
I i !Physics, mathematics,
LANL's E-Print Archive Ihttp:llxx.'t.lanl.gov/ - 11991 inonlinear science, and
I I Icomputer science
CERN Document Server:;, 1 i,
Preprints rttp:llpreprlnts.cem.ch/ 11994 IPhYS1CS
SLAC SPIRESHEP Ihttp:llwww-1 11994 IH- h E Ph ' - i 1 1 r d d Iii d/ . h 1 I 19 nergy YS1CSis ac.s ac.s=uor .e u n spires. tm i !
, , ,
Topology Atlas Preprints ihttp:llatyorku.ca/topology/preprinthtm 11995 jTopology
American Physical:l:h II bl ' 1 g/ ' 11996 iph 'S ' ty E P . , ttp: pu lS .l.aps.or eprlnt I I YS1CSOCle - rlnts ! : :
Chemical Physics; i l . -IP - D b Ihttp:llwww.chem.brown.edu/chem-ph.htmi !1996 ,Theoretical chemIstry
repnnt ata ase i ~ i
i I IPsychology,j I IC P . " \h II - k 11997 lanthropology, og nnts Up: cogpnnts.soton.ac.u I h'
l h an 'l1 ! jP1OSOPY, --! ! j1inguistics
HUM-MOLGEN !http://www.informatik.uni-rostock.de/HUM- 11998 !Human gen~ticists
j1vIOLGENI i iand molecular blOlogy
Archives of European:l ./1 - tI at 11998 !European-integration'- ,.lttp. elop.or.a erp ' I" rod- integration! l s leg
- . i_. i iClinical medicine and
Clrnmed Netpnnts ihttp:llclinmed.netpnnts.org/ 11999 ;health
! , I
I , ,WoPEc ihttp:llnetec.mcc.ac.uklWoPEc.html /1999 !Economics
;
ChemWcb ~ttp:llwww.chemweb.com/ !2000 iChemistry
, ,
MSRl ihttp:llW\vw.msri_org/publications/preprints 12001 !Mathematics
, , ;
E-Math ihttp:llW\vw.ams.org/preprints !Unknown!Mathematics
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CSTRL (Networked!
Computer Scienceihttp:llwww.ncstrl.orgl UnknowniComputer science
echnica! Reference!
ILibrary) i I
.II [Physics, materials,
land chemistry,
. prePrint Networkih II . I . Unkn Iportions of biology,
i ttp: WWW.ostl.gOV prepnnt own;. talEnergy) I lenVlronmenI Iscie~c~s and nucle
! !medlcme.
Socia! Science Researchlhttp:llwww.ssm.com/ IUnknownlsocia! Science
etwork! , !
-! !
eoretical EcologYihttp:llwww.nceas.ucsb.edu:8504/esalppr/ppr.QI Unkn 'Th t. a!Ecologyi I own! eore lCPreprint Database !uery , i
Universal Preprinti h II a! . m/b fro Unkn IReligion and othei ttp: www.re SC1.CO rowse.c own!hol h t o
SDirectory: ! iP 1 osop Y OplC
Although some might consider tracking preprints to be the proper responsibility of
indexing and abstracting services, for the foreseeable future, Web searching will remain the
primary strategy for locating these reports. However, some indexing and abstracting
services have finally recognized the value of tracking preprints.
CERN Document Server (CDS) at http://weblib.cern.ch/Home/, One-Shot World-Wide
Preprints Search at http://www.ictp.trieste.itlindexes/preprints.html etc. allows category
searching for various disciplines [Tomaiuolo, 2000].
3. Preprint Usage and Citations of E-Print Archives
Various reports from the information science literature and other fields indicate that use of
preprint servers, especially in the sciences, is very high. Youngen observed that the number
of electronically posted preprints in astrophysics doubled every year during the 1992
through 1997 study period. Using the Institute for Scientific Information's SciSearch,
slightly over 100 citations to preprints were retrieved in 1995; in 1997, the number of
citations to electronic preprints rose to over 400. Youngen concluded, "The growth rate in
. citations reflects not only the authors' acceptance of the e-print, but the publishers and
editors (acceptance) of the manuscripts as well" [Youngen, 1998]. The use of electronic
forms of scholarly information has typically been growing at 50 to 100 per cent per year
[Odlyzko, 2000].
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4. Open Archives Initiative (OAI)
In October, 1999, a meeting was held in Santa Fe, New Mexico, where participants
included librarians, publishers, and computer scientists. The unifying goal was the
establishment of a universal preprint archive. Laying the foundation for the resolution of
technical challenges such as archive maintenance, accessibility, and interoperability , the
project was called the "Open Archives Initiative" [Van de Sompel and Carl, 2000]. The
Open Archives Initiative activities centered at Comell University , develops and promotes
interoperability standards that aim to facilitate the efficient dissemination of content.
5. Open Citation Linking Project (OPCIT:
The OpCit is a funded project, currently developing tools to make the existing resources
more powerful by completely citation inter-linking all of the papers in The Los Alamos E-
print Archive (arXiv) and eventually to extend this to all the rest of the disciplines in other
open archives. The user need only, click on the citation to view that paper --as long as it too
is archived online. For the purposes of the third year project this investigation has been
extended to ipvestigate a previously unexplored avenue. A fundamental part of the usage of
an on-line archive is the habits of the users themselves.'The aim has been to extend the
ongoing research by investigating the relation between the objective online indicators and
the authors' own verbal reports of their practices and rationale in archiving their work
[http :1 Iwww. eprints.org/resultslreport.html ] .
6. CurrM:lt Frequently Asked Questions (F AQ) And Discussion
. Whether preprints should accept or not for print publication after electronic
posting?
The threat commercial journal publishers feel electronic pre-prints represent to this
revenue, and discussion about government involvement in e-print publishing. In a
word, it's all about money.
"Durability" or the issue of archival survival is yet another misgiving.
Issues like Plagiarism and Copyright.
Metadata for e-print archives.
.
.
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7. Conclusion
"E-Print archives are still in their infancy, having only started to appear ten years ago. Yet
despite the explosion of the WWW , only a minority of authors (30-40 %), and in very few
fields (mostly Physics, Mathematics, and Computer Science) is using this channel for their
scholarly communication.
It is perhaps the best-known example of the way the Internet has already changed the
scholarly communication habits of scientists. The tighter integration of formal and newly
rising infonnal e-print systems represents an enormous opportunity for libraries and
a11 to the benefit of the researcher.infonnation providers
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